
Analogy Examples
for Grade 4
1. Leaf is to tree as petal is to: flower. Just like leaves are part of a tree, petals are

part of a flower.

2. Gloves are to hands as socks are to: feet. Gloves cover hands, and socks cover

feet.

3. Night is to owl as day is to: eagle. Owls are active at night; eagles are active

during the day.

4. Fish is to swim as bird is to: fly. Fish swim in water, birds fly in the air.

5. Alphabet is to letters as book is to:words. The alphabet is made of letters, a

book is made of words.

6. Honey is to bee as milk is to: cow. Bees produce honey, cows produce milk.

7. Stars are to night as sun is to: day. Stars are visible at night, the sun is visible

during the day.

8. Pencil is to write as scissors are to: cut. You use a pencil to write, and scissors

to cut.

9. Seed is to plant as child is to: adult. A seed grows into a plant, a child grows into

an adult.

10. Wheel is to bicycle as sail is to: boat.Wheels move a bicycle, sails move a boat.



11. Brush is to hair as broom is to: floor. A brush is used on hair, a broom is

used on a floor.

12. Ice is to cold as steam is to: heat. Ice is associated with cold, steam with heat.

13. Whisper is to quiet as shout is to: loud.Whispering is a quiet sound, shouting

is a loud one.

14. Moon is to night as cloud is to: sky. The moon appears at night, clouds appear

in the sky.

15. Breakfast is to morning as dinner is to: evening. Breakfast is eaten in the

morning, dinner in the evening.

16. Shoes are to feet as hat is to: head. Shoes are worn on feet, a hat is worn on the

head.

17. Heart is to love as brain is to: thinking. The heart is associated with love, the

brain with thinking.

18. Water is to river as lava is to: volcano.Water flows in a river, lava flows from

a volcano.

19. Paint is to canvas as ink is to: paper. Paint is used on canvas, ink is used on

paper.

20. Chair is to sit as bed is to: sleep. You sit on a chair, you sleep in a bed.

21. Key is to lock as charger is to: battery. A key opens a lock, a charger powers a

battery.

22. Leaf is to fall as snowflake is to:winter. Leaves fall in autumn, snowflakes fall

in winter.



23. Coin is to piggybank as letter is to: envelope. A coin goes into a

piggybank, a letter goes into an envelope.

24. Eraser is to mistake as medicine is to: illness. An eraser removes a mistake,

medicine treats an illness.

25. Baking is to oven as freezing is to: freezer. Baking is done in an oven, freezing

is done in a freezer.

26. Bookmark is to page as memory is to:mind. A bookmark saves your page, a

memory is saved in your mind.

27. Flashlight is to dark as umbrella is to: rain. A flashlight lights up the dark, an

umbrella shields from rain.

28. Oar is to rowboat as pedal is to: bicycle. An oar moves a rowboat, a pedal

moves a bicycle.

29. Rainbow is to rain as frost is to: cold. A rainbow follows rain, frost follows

cold.

30. Clock is to time as calendar is to: date. A clock tells the time, a calendar tells

the date.

31. Nest is to bird as burrow is to: rabbit. A nest houses a bird, a burrow houses a

rabbit.

32. School is to learn as gym is to: exercise. School is for learning, a gym is for

exercising.

33. Battery is to flashlight as fuel is to: car. A battery powers a flashlight, fuel

powers a car.

34. Smile is to happiness as tear is to: sadness. A smile expresses happiness, a

tear expresses sadness.



35. Recipe is to cake as instructions are to: furniture assembly. A recipe

guides you to make a cake, instructions guide you to assemble furniture.

36. Author is to book as painter is to: painting. An author writes a book, a

painter creates a painting.

37. Wings are to bird as fins are to: fish. Birds use wings to fly, fish use fins to

swim.

38. Knight is to castle as astronaut is to: space station. A knight protects a

castle, an astronaut works in a space station.

39. Seed is to oak as puppy is to: dog. A seed grows into an oak tree, a puppy grows

into a dog.

40. Anchor is to ship as roots are to: tree. An anchor secures a ship, roots secure a

tree.

41. Map is to explorer as recipe is to: chef. Just as an explorer uses a map to

navigate, a chef uses a recipe to cook.

42. Stars are to sky as shells are to: beach. Stars fill the sky at night, shells cover

the beach.

43. Brush is to painting as pen is to:writing. A brush is a tool for painting, a pen

is a tool for writing.

44. Firefly is to light as heater is to:warmth. A firefly provides light, a heater

provides warmth.

45. Camel is to desert as dolphin is to: ocean. A camel is adapted to live in the

desert, a dolphin is adapted to live in the ocean.

46. Knight is to armor as turtle is to: shell. A knight is protected by armor, a

turtle is protected by its shell.



47. Mirror is to reflection as water is to: ripple. A mirror shows a reflection,

water shows a ripple.

48. Library is to books as orchard is to: fruit. A library is filled with books, an

orchard is filled with fruit.

49. Magician is to tricks as comedian is to: jokes. A magician performs tricks, a

comedian tells jokes.

50. Pillow is to head as chair is to: back. A pillow supports the head, a chair

supports the back.

51. Sun is to solar system as heart is to: circulatory system. The sun is central

to the solar system, the heart is central to the circulatory system.

52. Spider is to web as bird is to: nest. A spider weaves a web, a bird builds a nest.

53. Clock is to wall as watch is to:wrist. A clock is mounted on a wall, a watch is

worn on the wrist.

54. Volcano is to eruption as geyser is to: spray. A volcano erupts with lava, a

geyser sprays water.

55. Key is to piano as string is to: guitar. A key is pressed on a piano to make

music, a string is strummed on a guitar.

56. Tailor is to clothes as carpenter is to: furniture. A tailor makes clothes, a

carpenter makes furniture.

57. Seed is to garden as idea is to:mind. A seed grows in a garden, an idea grows

in the mind.

58. Whale is to ocean as eagle is to: sky. A whale lives in the ocean, an eagle lives

in the sky.



59. Battery is to toy as gasoline is to: car. A battery powers a toy, gasoline

powers a car.

60. Moon is to night as lighthouse is to: seafarers. The moon lights up the night,

a lighthouse guides seafarers.

61. Caterpillar is to butterfly as frog is to: tadpole. A caterpillar transforms into

a butterfly, just as a tadpole transforms into a frog.

62. Oven is to baker as telescope is to: astronomer. An oven is a tool for a baker,

just as a telescope is a tool for an astronomer.

63. Diary is to thoughts as album is to: photos. A diary keeps thoughts, just as an

album keeps photos.

64. Seed is to growth as question is to: knowledge. A seed leads to growth, just

as a question leads to knowledge.

65. Skis are to snow as surfboard is to:waves. Skis are used on snow, just as a

surfboard is used on waves.

66. Hammer is to nail as key is to: lock. A hammer drives a nail, just as a key

opens a lock.

67. Flashlight is to night as sunscreen is to: sun. A flashlight is used in the dark,

just as sunscreen is used in the sun.

68. Bookmark is to reader as compass is to: navigator. A bookmark helps a

reader keep place, just as a compass helps a navigator find direction.

69. Apron is to chef as glove is to: gardener. An apron protects a chef's clothes,

just as gloves protect a gardener's hands.

70. Kangaroo is to Australia as panda is to: China. The kangaroo is native to

Australia, just as the panda is native to China.



71. Horse is to gallop as rabbit is to: hop. A horse gallops, just as a rabbit hops.

72. Pen is to poet as brush is to: artist. A pen is a tool for a poet, just as a brush

is a tool for an artist.

73. Leaf is to chlorophyll as human is to: hemoglobin. Chlorophyll gives leaves

their green color, just as hemoglobin gives human blood its red color.

74. Clock is to time as scale is to:weight. A clock measures time, just as a scale

measures weight.

75. School is to education as hospital is to: healthcare. A school provides

education, just as a hospital provides healthcare.

76. Battery is to remote control as fuel is to: airplane. A battery powers a

remote control, just as fuel powers an airplane.

77. Ice is to cooler as insulation is to: house. Ice keeps things cool in a cooler, just

as insulation keeps a house warm.

78. Calf is to cow as kitten is to: cat. A calf is a young cow, just as a kitten is a

young cat.

79. Anchor is to stability as foundation is to: building. An anchor provides

stability to a ship, just as a foundation provides stability to a building.

80. Beak is to bird as teeth are to: human. A bird uses its beak to eat, just as a

human uses teeth to chew.

81. Chef is to kitchen as captain is to: ship. A chef leads the kitchen, just as a

captain leads a ship.

82. Brush is to canvas as chalk is to: blackboard. A brush applies paint to

canvas, just as chalk applies marks to a blackboard.



83. Seed is to fruit as word is to: sentence. A seed is the beginning of a fruit,

just as a word is the beginning of a sentence.

84. Moon is to tide as sun is to: daylight. The moon influences the tide, just as the

sun provides daylight.

85. Nest is to eggs as garage is to: car. A nest holds eggs, just as a garage houses a

car.

86. Leaf is to photosynthesis as lung is to: respiration. A leaf performs

photosynthesis, just as a lung performs respiration.

87. Train is to tracks as car is to: road. A train moves on tracks, just as a car drives

on a road.

88. Sword is to knight as stethoscope is to: doctor. A sword is a tool for a knight,

just as a stethoscope is a tool for a doctor.

89. Shield is to protection as light is to: visibility. A shield provides protection,

just as light provides visibility.

90. Keyboard is to computer as piano is to:music. A keyboard inputs data into a

computer, just as a piano creates music.

91. Rain is to umbrella as cold is to: coat. An umbrella shields from rain, just as a

coat shields from cold.

92. Bookmark is to book as anchor is to: boat. A bookmark holds your place in a

book, just as an anchor holds a boat in place.

93. Butterfly is to caterpillar as frog is to: tadpole. A butterfly comes from a

caterpillar, just as a frog comes from a tadpole.

94. Kite is to wind as boat is to:water. A kite flies with the wind, just as a boat

sails on water.



95. Ball is to bounce as feather is to: float. A ball bounces when thrown, just

as a feather floats in the air.

96. Owl is to night as rooster is to:morning. An owl is active at night, just as a

rooster is active in the morning.

97. Horse is to barn as car is to: garage. A horse is kept in a barn, just as a car is

kept in a garage.

98. Glove is to hand as boot is to: foot. A glove covers a hand, just as a boot covers

a foot.

99. Zebra is to stripes as leopard is to: spots. A zebra has stripes, just as a

leopard has spots.

100. Antenna is to signal as ear is to: sound. An antenna receives a signal, just as

an ear receives sound.
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